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УДК 539.14

Г.Ф.Филиппов, Д.Л.Поповский, В.С.Василевский

О состояниях с положительной энергией, появляющихся
при диагоналиэации гамильтониана на осцилляторном
базисе

Изучены состояния непрерывного спектра системы двух
взаимодействующих кластеров. Показано,что диагонализация
гамильтониана этой системы на осцилляторном базисе выде-
ляет те состояния непрерывного спектра,амплитуды которых
имеют узел при определенном числе осцилляторных квантов.

The states of continuous spectrum in a ayatem of two in-
teracting clusters axe studied* It is shown that the
Hamiltonien diagonalieation on the oscillator basis iso-
lates those states in a continuous speotrum whose
amplitudes have a node at a certain number of oscil-
lator quanta.

On the States with Positive Energy which Result
fro» the Hamiltonian Diagonalieation on the Oscillator

Basis

O.P.Pilippov, L.L.Chopovsky, V.S.Yasilevsky
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1 • As it is known the resonating group method(RGM)
is used to study not only the states of continuous spec-
tra in systems of interacting nuoleon clusters but also
the states of discrete spectra of the same systems
[i-4J • In the latter case an algebraic version of ROM
(5-7) is reduced to the diagonaliaation of the many-
particle microscopic Hamiltonian of the system of
clusters on the oscillator basis functions generated by
the function cf the resonating group method J7.8J.
Having restricted ourselves by the matrix of the n-th -
order Hamiltonian where n is the number of the employed
basis functions and having solved the problem on the
eigenvalues of this matrix,we obtain n different eigen-
values and the same nuuber of the corresponding eigen-
vectors. Among the eigenvalues only the first ones
(K,K<n) will be, generally speaking, negative. The rest
eigenvalues are positive and, as a rule, they are not
considered (see, however, Refs* [9,ioj ) since it is
hardly conceived that the corresponding eigenvectors
found in the representation of the limited oscillator
basis would be associated with the wave functions of a
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oontlnuous epeotrum. Nevertlxeleea, this first lmpres-

eion of the eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues re-

jecting the validity of their study is erroneous. As.

a matter of faot, the eigenvectors with positive ener-

gies as well as the eigenvectors with negative energies,

as the osoillator basis expands, tend to the exact so-

lution and even at not very large values of n they

give information about the scattering S-matrix. It should

be noted that Haai and Taylor showed in (i "ij the possi-

bility to obtain the data on scattering S-matrix (the

reaction cross-seotion, the resonance energies, the re-

sonance widths) using positive eigenvalues of the Ha-

miltonian matrix in the cutoff oscillator basis. Howe-

vert they considered only the simplest model system in

which the interaction potential has a barrier and a core

at small distances. We have considered the case of a

real duster model of two interacting subsystems for

which one can find the scattering phases and eigenvec-

tors corresponding to the states of continuous spectrum.

2. Let us remind that in the oscillator represen-

tation the wave funotion У of a nucleon system is de-

termined by an infinite number of coefficients {Cy\ •

Y»1,2
f
...

9
c>o, resulting from the expansion of Ц?

in a complete set of orthonormalized oscillator func-

tion. {%},

The coefficients Cy satisfy the infinite system of

homogeneous algebraic equations:

v-i
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her H is the Hamiltonian, T is the kinetic energy

operator, V is the potential energy operator, and

<f* I H I V > are the matrix element» of the Hamil-

tonian on the basis funotions*

When the baeie of the states % ie generated by

the wave funotion of a two-olueter variant of the re-

sonating group method (in this case V is, with aocu-

racy to the additive constant, the number of oscilla-

tor excitation quanta of the wave functions of the two-

cluster relative motion), the Hamiltonian matrix

< ^ I H N > (eee the Appendix) at large values м and

У is essentially simplified and this enables one to

understand the meaning of arbitrary solutions which re-

sult from dlagonalising the Hamiltonian on the cutoff

oscillator basis {Фу}
А
> V «1»2,...,n.

The matrix < /w | T I V > is three-diagonal and

its matrix elements are distinct from zero if У «It

or У • W *• 1.' The matrix elements of the operator у

have the following asymptotics at large values N

and У [6] г

where oC; and f i are the ooeffloients depending on

the parameters of the Gaussian nuoleon-nuoleon poten-

tial and Y*
 l s t h e

 threshold potential energy of the

cluster channel equal to the potential energy of two non

interacting dusters. Therefore, if M$> 1, the equations

of the system (2) take the form:
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V-i
(4)

Since the laatrix elements of the potential energy
operator are sign-alternating and the coefficients Cf
and the multiplier

at large values W and V do not change practioally
if V inereaees or deoreaaes by unity, the sum over V
in (4) vaniahes at fi£> 1. If C^-0, then in Tirtue of
the ease reasons two sues vanish

She second of these sums equals zero for all N- , if
only П ^ 1.

We now assume that the set of the coefficients

{ Cy }
 A
 i^ determined by the veotor matrix

II <f* IH) V > И with the additional requirement

C
n + 1

»0. Then since -

the first n of tfce equations (2) have only such Cy

in whioh >) 4t a, i.e. form a dosed system of n linear
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homogeneous algebraic equations for n unknown coef-
ficients

V-1,2,..., n . (6)

But the decidability oondition of a set of homogeneous

equations is its determinant vanishing.Therefore, the

diagonalization of the Hamiltonian H on the basis of

n functions Vy singles out in the Hamiltonian con-

tinuous spectrum the eigenvectors ( C*\ with the ze-

ro th (n+D-th coefficient and the positive energy Е«л

counted from two-cluster decay threshold*

From the condition C
n+1
(B,L)*O, where L is the

angular momentum of the state with the energy E and

the asymptotlo expression for C
n + 1

 (see [6,12] ) it

follows that

(7)

where 5^ and n^ are the spherioal Beseel and Ifei-

man functions, respectively, n
Q
 is the minimal permi-

ssible number of oscillator excitation quanta of the

wave function of relative motion of two clusters, Oj/

is the scattering phase In the state with the angular

momentum L and the energy E«L • The units of measu-

rement in (7) are chosen so that % «mf ft -1 where $

is the Plank oonstant, m
0
 is the nucleon mass, f*

0
 is

the oscillator radius. If the energy £4of the state
with the angular momentum L is known, then the for-
mula (7) enables one to obtain the phase Of, (£*).

For the eigenvector {С*(Ел,Ь)) of the Hamil-

tonian in the resonating group method to be described
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thoroughly it is necessary to know the value of coeffi-
cients £y with the numbers V>n+1. We can do it easi-
ly since for Cfi at ^>n+1 » 1, the asymptotic expression

is valid,whore the multiplier В is determined from

the eonditlon that the coefficient Cy(E« ,L) oal-

culated by the formula (8) ooincides witL the coeffici-

ent ^/?(B^,L) of the eigenvector (6) resulting from

the Hamilton*an diagonalization on n basis functions*

3* In order to illustrate general statements for-

mulated above we use example of two Interacting nuclei

« тНе and ^Ь These nuclei can form a coupled system

-
 7
bi in the states 7

X
« 3/2" and 1/2". The wave

functions of the bound states Li and the states J

belonging to the continuous spectrum can be written in

the form

where / / V; 7 >} is the set of orthonormalized con-

figurations of the isotropic harmonic oscillator which

is generated by the wave function of the resonating gro-

up method for the channel Tie + -*H (see the Appendix)»

The index oL numerates the states with the same quan-

tum numbers 7 in the order of increasing energy.The

coefficients Cy* belonging to different eigenvectors

{ <* «1,2,...) are calculated by the diagonalization

of the seven-nucleoc system Hamiltonian on n basis

functions / у \ J
X
^ • They reveal a very simple de-

pendence on V represented in Pig.1. The eigenvectors
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ehown in the figure are obtained in the calculation with

50 basis functions* The nuoleon-nucleon interaction was

simulated by the Brink-Boeker potential [13] and the

spin-orbital interaction GFD [14] •

The amplitude coefficients С у of the

ground state of a system decreasing monotonioally with

increasing V tend exponentially to zero. The coef-

ficients С 5* ** of the states of continuous epee-

trum, as was mentioned above* vanish at V «n+1, and

change the sign <A-1 times when V varies from 1

to n+1» With increasing n the energies of all eigen-

vectors of a continuous spectrum vanish and the nodes

of the coefficients C^
 л

 move to the right along

the axis V . However» the first node of coefficients

0.J4 ^ of the state of a continuous spectrum with

a mininei energy in the limit when E -r 0 (n -*- «w )

tends to its limiting value V
o
~6 .Since the energy

of this eigenvector is near «его (
Б
з/

2
~ "7,05 10~

2
 if

n-»50), then the position of the first node of its coef-

ficients can be associated with the coefficient CL of

the asymptotic expression for the state amplitude with

the seroth energy

dm С**
2
 - const [(*W) -3a

3
J -do)

This connection is determined by the following rela-

tion

where % is the limiting position of the first node at

n ~? со . Fig. 2 represents the dependence of K» on the

energy В - £jx ~ Eih С £ifir ifl the tbreehold
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energy). The behaviour of the function (11), whose li-

miting value at V-f Vo yields the length of the

elastic Ъ+<К. scattering, is shown in this figure.As-

suming V
o
 «8 we obtain that CL »4,43«

Note that

п
з p.
и - ыт.

too K

Pig.3 shows the phases О 3/2"
 a n d

 О 1/2" °*

the elastic scattering of "Tie by Tie in the states

3/2" and 1/2" , respectively, depending on energy. I21

order to calculate the phases we used the relation (7)
_ ы

and the energies b j * of eigenstates that result

from diagonalize*ion of Hamiltonlan with a different

number n of basis functions.

We now oan calculate the coefficient CL using

the formula (12) and the known phase 63/2"

point with the minimal energy:

"*
 4
'

9 4 8 # 1 0
"

2

The formula (12) yields the following estimate

d - 4,28

which is in good agreement with the above value.

The qualitative trend of the scattering phases ob-

tained from theoretical calculations and the values of

the phase splitting is in agreement with the experimental

data of the phase analysis jJ5-1?J •

The dependence of the elastio scattering phase in

the states Jr«T/2" and J «5/2" ie shown in Pig. 4.The ex-

perimental values of the phase at the energy (in the cen-

ter of maes system of particles involved in nuclear reac-

tions) less than 3MeV are taken from the paper of Boy-

kin et. al* [16] and at the energies more than 3HeV from
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the paper of Hardy et. al. [is] . The theoretical pha-

se-energy dependence is determined using the relation

(7)* The energy is calculated in UeV units and the pha-

se in degrees*

Both theoretical and experimental phases at the

energy 2*5 UeV rapidly increase, pass through the po-

int 5 - ^ / 2 . In this case the theoretical phases in-

crease more slowly than experimental ones. Note (however,

that in resonance region the phase of 3 » 7 / 2 ~ state

passes through the point 8
 B
 ^ / 2 with a larger de-

IT

rivative than the phase shift of the state Э =5/2" which

is in good agreement with the experimental dependence

of the phase*

According to the calculated phases we have obtained

the partial cross-sections (5j
x
(E) of the elastic

scattering •£,+<*- which are also represented in Pig.4.
The maximum of the cross-section §* ™ #g-(B) is at
B £» 4.63 MeV (experimental value of the resonance
energy E- e » 4*63 MeV) and in the case of the re-res
sonance ^Я«5/2~ the m̂ T-innim of the cross*-section is

at E M e S * 6,3 MeV ( in experiment E»6,68 MeV).
Г6В fj

The position 7/2 and 5/2" of the resonances 'Li

is consistent with that of collective quadrupole exci-

tations 7/2" and 5/2" determined in [19] a s a result of

diagonaliaation of the Hamiltonlan on the basis of os-

cillator functions of longitudinal oscillations of the

inertia ellipsoid (Sp(2,R) basis). This coincidence is

not arbitrary but is determined by the fact that «first-

ly, the overlap integral of oscillator functions of

the
n
olu8ter" basis and oscillator functions of the ba-

sis of longitudinal oscillations of the inertia ellip-

soid is near to unity until the number V of their os-

cillator excitation quanta is small and, secondly,that

the lowest collective excitations are formed mainly on
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the basic functions of longitudinal oscillations with

ею*>11 V ,i.e. on the functions represented, to a cer-

tain degree, in the cluster basis too.

Having restricted ourselves to the basis cf longi-

tudinal oscillations we can calculate only the energy

of quadrupole resonances but not their width since lon-

gitudinal oscillations cannot disintegrate a nucleus

even at relatively large excitation energies. In its

turn, the "cluster" basis reveals the channel of decay

of 'Li in cv and ~t and, therefore, enables us to

calculate not only the energy of the lowest quadrupole

resonances but also their width though with a certain

overestimate due to inadequate reproduction of the col-

lective quadrupole mode . stabilizing the resonance.

The theoretical estimates calculated relative to the

cross-sections (w{E) end &r/gCE), equal, respecti-

vely, to Г7/2"*
2
»

6 M e V
» Г^/г"**

3
'

1 M e V a n d t h e ex
~

perimental values are Pj/o~ a£> 0|1 MeV»
Г 5/

2
- °° 0,9 MeV.

Consequently, the calculation of the resonance

states taking into account both bases under considera-

tion is of special interest. Such a calculation, beyond

our theme,could enable one to define more exactly the

width of quadrupole resonances.

So the method under consideration gives a very

simple possibility to calculate the phases of the elas-

tic scattering and the wave functions of a continuous

spectrum at the energies which are determined by the

given position of the coefficient node of the wave funo-

tion expansion of continuous spectrum in the oscilla-

tor basis.

The generalisation of the considered approach for

the case of multichannel processes will be made in the

following paper.
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AFPENDIX

In Ref. £ej the generating matrix elements (g.a.e.)
of the nuolear Hamlltonian of p-ehell with the nucle-
on number A»4+K, K < 4 are constructed* They are ob-
tained using the generating function V/(Q,J>) which
generates independently two different bases of oscil-
lator functions. The parameter fi of the generating funo-
tion at R~r 0 generates the exoitations of the dominant
collective branch of the total collective basis in the
minimal approximation of the generalised hyper spherical
function method* This branch is given by the definite
irreducible representation <S of Sp(2,R) group. If
jS«O, then the parameter R generates exoitations of
oscillation degrees of freedom of two clusters, the
oC-particle cluster and the K-nucleon cluster. In this

case g.m.e. of Ref • [в] are essentially simplified.We
represent their explicit form.

The generating matrix elements of the unit opera-

tor

f-RRt , 5И32

In order to project onto the states of_normal_and

anomalous ( ST
t
*C~l)^

?
 ?- Л~4-; %-г - t-uJ , ? - -f+1

respectively) parity (see Qisfj ) we represent the over-

lap integral P( % ) in the form



where

Then the contribution to т.е. on the at at ее of posi-

tive parity Is made only by ckf and for negative pa-

rity by s/tf . Thus,

i (A.3)

where

As a result» after projecting onto the states with

a definite value of the orbital momentum L the par-

tial т.е. corresponding to m exoitatlon quanta of

the wave function of relative motion of olueter takes

the form

D £

where

and the integral J^04"11 is determined in £i9j • fhe
generating matrix element of the kinetic energy opera*
tor
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Кедов, taking into account (A.3),(A.4) we obtain the

diagonal m*e. t

and

L)

She overlap integral with the operator of central HH-

interaction can be easily calculated by the fornulas in

Ref. [в] at E- f «0

In this case the constants V
S 8
, V^ ' and V a^

determined so as in [&] and the functions f* , fi~

and f" have the form :
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It Is easy to see that the above g.m.e» possess only
standard blocks

with different sets of constants СЦ, C
g
 and 0^ . The

partial sue* oorresponding to them has the form

f

''Л

•\:"4
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Аа to g.m.e. and the corresponding т.е. of the

spin-orbital interaction operator» they oan be easily

constructed b;' analogy with that made for the central

interaction.
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PIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig*1* The dependence of the ooeffioiente Cf of the

expansion (9) for the three lowest states

V яЭ/2""(<* -1,2,3) on energy.

Pig.2. The dependence of the position of the first node

V* of the funotion £y (the curve I) and the
function d (the curve 2, see (12)) on energy*

Fig*3* The behaviour of the phase shifts So/2" a n d /
(L »1*").The signs о and A denote the experi-

mental phases §3/0"
 a n d

 ^1/2"•
 5 h e

 Р
о 1 л

*
8

connected by smooth ourves represent the calcula-

ted dependence of the same phases on energy*

Pig.4* The dependence of the phase shifts £>y/2"* aad

Ок/2" ^ "^
 o n е п е г

вУ*
 S n e

 isolated points
reproduce experimental values of the phase and
the smooth ourves reproduce the calculated ones*
The oross-sections of the elastic •£ + <* scatte-
ring are given in the bottom part of the figure*
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